Abstract-The limited spectrum resources inevitably incur the spectrum sharing among coexisting industrial wireless networks (IWNs), and multiple coexistence IWNs form a heterogeneous environment. An effective resource allocation thus plays a crucial role in coordinating the efficient operations of multiple IWNs. Existing works only study the constrained coexistence problem among specified types of networks with a limited number of nodes over one single channel. In this paper, we investigate a general coexistence problem over multiple channels among arbitrary types of networks with line topologies, and the number of nodes in each network is also arbitrary. We rigorously analyze theoretical scheduling latency of this general coexistence problem, then we propose an algorithm to attain the optimal result. The p resented Coexisting Line topology Networks Resource Allocation (CLNRA) algorithm consists of two phases. In the inter-network resource allocation phase, non-overlapped channels are allocated to each network according to the corresponding transmission priority. While in the intra-network resource allocation phase, we filter out the nodes that may generate continuous empty buffers so as to enhance the resource utilization ratio. We also verify the effectiveness of the CLNRA algorithm through extensive simulations. Evaluation results show that the CLNRA algorithm can attain the theoretical optimal result in 9 9 . 3 % cases, and it has obvious superiorities on resource utilization ratio and scheduling latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial Wireless Network (IWSN) technology aims to meet the stringent requirements on reliability and real-time performance of field-level industrial wireless communication [1] . Multiple IWNs are required to meet diversified require ments of emerging manufacturing applications, e.g., WirelessHART [2], ISA100.11a [3] , WIA-PA [4] , and WIA-FA [5] . However, multiple IWNs involved in the same geographic region sharing time slot resources and frequency resources will cause communication interference and even communication failures. Meanwhile, it can also affect the performance (i.e., reduce the reliability and increase the scheduling latency) of each IWN [6] . In general, this is well known as the coexistence problem.
In the industry, working groups are set up to address coexistence problem in the wireless networks by working on standards. For example, IEC 62657-2 [7] provides effective coexistence management for certain application requirements. IEEE 802.16h [8] focuses on improving the coexistence mechanisms for License-Exempt Operation. IEEE 802.15.2 [9] addresses the coexistence problem of wireless personal area networks (WPAN) with other wireless devices operating on ISM bands in a centralized and coordinated manner. The standards mentioned above support centralized multiple networks scheduling, and the practical industrial applications implement coexistence guided by these standards. However, the existing standards only specify the system architecture. In order to solve the coexistence problem of multiple networks, specific algorithms in the industry are needed.
Researchers study the coexistence problem of different com binations of access mechanisms, i.e., Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). CSMA is a media access control (MAC) protocol based on contention, and TDMA is a MAC protocol based on a deterministic schedule. A large amount of research focuses on the coexistence problem of multiple CSMA based networks and CSMA & TDMA based networks. For example:
. For the coexistence problem between multi-CSMA based networks. The work in [10] proposes an Adaptive Subcar rier Nulling (ASN) algorithm by reducing the collisions in the overlapped spectrums. The work in [11] - [13] solves CSMA coexistence problems between ZigBee and WiFi by utilizing the cooperative busy tone (CBT) technology.
• For the coexistence problem between CSMA & TDMA based networks. Existing solutions utilize the duty-cycle mechanism or the Listen-Before-Talk mechanism for TDMA based networks and utilize techniques such as learning to adaptively adjust the back-off time for CSMA based networks [14] - [15] .
Typical industrial applications require deterministic com munications with low latency and high-reliability [16] . While the two kinds of coexistence problem mentioned above both involve CSMA based networks, which cannot guarantee the real-time and reliability of networks. The TDMA technique eliminates the conflicts to a great extent [17] , thus we focus on the coexistence problem of multi-TDMA based networks.
There are few studies on the coexistence of multi-TDMA based networks. The work in [18] proposes a novel superframe structure called Integrated Superframe Duration, which con sists of three parts for scheduling WirelessHART, ISA100.11a, and WIA-PA, respectively. This method reduces the end-toend latency, but only considers a single channel, which is not common in practical applications. In the practical industrial environment, line topology as one of the most basic network topologies is widely used in oil pipeline monitoring, digital production lines, and smart grids. Therefore, the research of line network topologies is very necessary for the industry.
In this paper, we aim to design a general coexistence mechanism over multiple channels among an arbitrary number of coexisting networks with line topologies, and the num ber of nodes in each network is also arbitrary. A nearlyoptimal Coexisting Line topology Networks Resource Allo cation (CLNRA) algorithm with limited channel resources is proposed for allocating the resource blocks to the nodes of each network, where a resource block is composed of a time slot resource and a channel resource. The general time and channel-optimal problem is NP-complete in one single network with line topology [19] . Our work further considers the coexistence problem of multiple TDMA-based networks, which is more challenging than the work in [19] , and the CLNRA algorithm can be finished in polynomial time.
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Theoretical framework. We conduct theoretical analy sis of the coexistence problem of scheduling multiple networks with line topologies and present a general conclusion for the scheduling latency.
• Algorithm design. Guided by the theoretical optimal scheduling latency, we design CLNRA algorithm that can adapt to the arbitrary coexisting networks as well as the arbitrary number of nodes over multiple channels.
• Evaluation results. Compared with the existing coexisting scheduling algorithms, extensive simulations show that the CLNRA algorithm has a greater possibility to attain the theoretical optimal result and a much higher resource utilization ratio. Meanwhile, the scheduling latency dif ference between the CLNRA algorithm and the theoreti cal optimal result is no more than one.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe the network model and the problem formulation in Section II. In Section Section III, we analyze the scheduling latency of multiple networks. We design the resource allocation algorith m in Section IV. In Section V displays the simulation results. In Section VI, we conclude this paper. A central controller is employed to centrally coordinate IWNs via their GWs due to the heterogeneity between IWNs. All nodes in the system of coexisting IWNs are synchronized with the central controller via synchronization methods (e.g., IEEE 1588 standard [20] ). Time is divided into time slots with an equal duration during which one data packet and its corresponding acknowledgement (ACK) can be transmitted. We assume a set of C non-overlapped channels, denoted as C. In order to eliminate the transmission collision, all sensors in the coexisting system are scheduled by the central controller to transmit orthogonally in time or frequency. 
B. Problem Formulation
Coexisting IWNs share the available channels which are accessed orthogonally in each time slot. Let CI(t) (CI(t) = ICI(t) |) denote the set of channels occupied by network I . Let Cidie(t) (Cidie(t) = ICidie(t)I) denote the set of idle channels. Then, we have 
Let Tt denote the time duration of the whole schedule to complete the periodic packets of all sensors. Let Bvii(t) (i e [1, 2,... ,nI] ) denote the number of packets waiting in the buffer of node vIi by time slot t. Then, the state of Bvii can be updated as
When Tt time slots elapse, each GW will collect all the packets generated by coexisting IWNs. In particular, we have
All sensors operate in the half-duplex mode, i.e., each node can only transmit or receive a packet in one time slot. Therefore, resource blocks should not be allocated to any two adjacent sensors at the same time, i.e., t = T1 -2, at most 2K nodes can be scheduled. By analogy, when t' = T1 -1 + 1, at most \t'/2) nodes can be scheduled.
In this case, Let RT denote the total resource blocks including the idle resource blocks and the occupied resource blocks, then we have
We aim to reduce the scheduling latency for high spectrum efficiency. Specifically, given WvIi G U VI, ^t < Tt, cp,cq G C, cp = cq. we formulate the optimization problem as follows:
min Tt 
LA T ENCY
In this section, we present a guideline for designing the nearly-optimal scheduling algorithm.
We order the numbers of network nodes in all networks in a decreasing sequence. Let R O {I) denote resource blocks required by I -th network with nI nodes. For network I, it requires ni resource blocks if the ni-th node transmits a data packet to the GW. Similarly, it requires {nI -1) resource blocks if the {nI -1)-th node transmits a data packet to the GW.
Moreover, let Ridle{K) denote the idle resource blocks of the first K {K < N ) networks. Theorem 1. If the time required to complete schedule is equal to the lower bound on scheduling latency Tt
the first K networks must complete the schedule simultane ously or with a time difference of one time slot, where K {K < N) satisfies
Proof: If K satisfies Eqn. (8), the idle resource blocks of the first K networks are insufficient to complete the schedule of the remaining {N -K ) networks. Then, we prove Theorem 1 by discussing three cases. Case 1. The first K networks complete the schedule simul taneously. The scheduling latency of this case is the shortest one, and there no other cases can be lower than the Case 1. We consider the scheduling latency of this case as the lower bound on scheduling latency.
Let T1 denote the scheduling latency for K networks. When the current time t = Tl , at most one node in each network can be scheduled, and thus at most K nodes can be scheduled. When t = Tl -1, at most K nodes can be scheduled. When
i= i
Thus, the lower bound on scheduling latency is Eqn. (7) Case 2. The first K networks complete the schedule with a time difference of one time slot. Let Tl denote the scheduling latency for H {1 < H < K ) networks out of the first K networks. Let T2 denote the scheduling latency for the remaining {K -H ) networks. Then, we have T1 -T2 = 1. When the current time t = Tl , at most one node in each network can be scheduled, and thus at most H nodes can be scheduled.
nodes can be scheduled. By analogy, when t' = T1 -t + 1, the total number of idle resource blocks is -
Ridie(K)= £ ( c -( [ t --] ) ( K -H ) -\2 ]h ). t'=i^ ' H ■ (11)
Combining Eqn. (9) and Eqn. (11), we can obtain that (12) into Eqn. (7), we have
T '
which means that the difference of R'idle and Ridle will not impact the scheduling latency when Tt = T, . As a result, when the first K networks complete the schedule with a time difference with one time slot, the lower bound scheduling latency can also be attained. Case 3. The first K networks complete the schedule with a time difference of at least two time slots. We take T1 -T2 = 2 as an example to prove this case. When the current time t = T1 or t = T1 -1, at most one node in each network can be scheduled, which means that at most H nodes can be scheduled. When t = T1 -2 = T2, at most {2H + 1 • {K -H )) nodes can be scheduled. By analogy, when t' = T1 -1 + 1, the total number of idle resource blocks is
Ridle (K)
Combining Eqn. (9) and Eqn. (13), we have (14) into Eqn. (7), we have
which means that the scheduling latency will increase at least one time slot, thus the lower bound cannot be attained when the first K networks complete schedule with a latency larger than one time slot. ■ Furthermore, according to Eqn. (7), both the number of occupied resource blocks R O (I) and the number of available channels C are fixed, it is necessary to maximize the utilization ratio of their available channels in each time slot such that the number of idle resource blocks or the scheduling latency is minimized. In this paper, let Eqn. (7) be the lower bound on scheduling latency. Therefore, to achieve the lower bound on scheduling latency, the first K networks must complete the schedule simultaneously or with a time difference of one time slot.
IV. Sc h e d u l i n g Al g o r i t h m
In this section, we propose CLNRA algorithm to solve the scheduling problems of coexisting networks with line topolo gies. We first allocate the resource blocks to each network in the inter-network phase. Then we allocate the resource blocks to each node in the intra-network phase.
A. Necessary Definitions
Before describing the resource allocation algorithm, we present some necessary definitions. We take ByI (t) = {BvI0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0} as an example, where ByI (t) denotes the set of the packet numbers of the GW and all nodes in network I in time slot t. Specifically, there are BvI0 data packets in the buffer of GW vI0, the buffer of vI1 has 1 data packet, the buffer of vI2 is empty, and so on. Definition 1. Nf. Nl(I) denotes the last node with at least one packet in its buffer in network
Definition 2. N e: N e(I) denotes the node sets whose buffers have at least one packet, and each of their previous nodes is either the GW or one node without data packets in network I, Ne(I) = \Ne(I)|. When BVl (t) = {BvI0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0}, the considered five nodes {vI1,vn, vI4, vi6, vI7} have at least one packet in their buffers. For node vIi, its previous node is GW; for nodes vI3 and vI6, their previous nodes have an empty buffer; for nodes vI4 and vI7, their previous node buffer is not empty, thus Ne(I) = {vii, vn, vR }, Ne = 3. The numbers of time slots and resource blocks required for each network are two key parameters for the algorithm.
Next, we need to analyze the minimum number of time slots required for network I to complete the schedule (i.e., Sr (I)), and the number of resource blocks required for network I (i.e., Rr (I)). Lemma 1. For the continuous nodes with no accumulated data packets in network I (i.e., the continuous nodes with only one data packet), it takes another Nw (I) time slots for the last node with data packets in network I to complete the schedule.
Proof: If a node is scheduled, its father node's buffer must be empty, where the father node denotes the adjacent node closer to the GW. By analogy, as for the father node, it needs to wait until its father node's buffer is empty. The last node which is the farthest from the GW in each range of continuous nodes can obtain the scheduling opportunity until all of its previous nodes complete the schedule. That is, the last node totally needs to wait for Nw time slots. For example, when ByI (t) = {Bvi0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0}, we have Nw (I) = 2. In this case, both node vI4 and vI7 should wait for one time slot, the other nodes {vIi,v n , vI6} do not need to wait. ■ Lemma 2. For the discontinuous nodes with accumulated data packets in network I (i.e., the nodes with more than one data packet, and its neighbor nodes' buffer are empty), it takes another £ 1 -=1 2 ■ (Bvii (t) -1) time slots for the last node with data packets in network I to complete the schedule.
Proof: For the node vR with x(x > 1) data packets queued in its buffer, if the x-th packet obtains the resource block, the previous (x-1) packets must complete the schedule. Each transmission of a data packet will add a data packet to its father node. In other words, scheduling one node with more than one data packet will result in the scenario of continuous nodes with data packets. Thus, we illustrate this scenario in Fig. 2 , there are two data packets in the buffer of node vIi, and the unscheduled data packet needs to wait for two time slots until the previous data packet are scheduled. As a general conclusion, it takes another £ N = 1 2 ■ (Bvii (t) -1) time slots for the last node with data packets in network I to complete the schedule. ■
The data packet obtains the resource block
The data packet should wait another time slot 1) Assign priorities: We will assign a high priority to network I , when the following two rules are satisfied. Rule 1. Let Sa(I) denote the difference between the current time and the theoretical scheduling latency of network I (i.e., Ss = Tt -t + 1). When the following condition holds, we will consider assigning a high priority, Proof: For the node whose buffer has at least two data packets and its neighbor nodes' buffers are not empty in network I . This is an integrated case that combines Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, the last node with data packet in network I requires to wait for another (Nw(I) + ^ih 1 2 • (BvIi (t) -1)) time slots to complete the schedule. Theorem 2. For the network I , the minimum number of time slots required to complete the schedule in time slot t is N,
Sr (I) = Ni(I) + Nw (I)
where Bvii (t) denotes the number of packets in the buffer of node vIi by time t.
Proof: It requires at least Ni(I) time slots for the last node whose buffer is not empty to complete schedule. To ensure that the last node can be scheduled within Nl(I) time slots, its previous nodes' buffers must be empty.
According to Lemma 1-3, it takes another (Nw (I) + J2i=1 2 • (BvIi(t) -1)) waiting time slots for the last node to complete schedule.
From the above discussions, for the discontinuous nodes with accumulated data packets in network I , the last node with data packets required Nl(I) time slots. Thus, the minimum number of time slots required to complete the schedule in network I in time slot t is Sr(I) = Nl(I) + Nw(I) + 2 • (Bvu (t) -1). Definition 7. Hr: Hr (I) denotes the number of resource blocks required for network I to complete the schedule.
N,

Rr (I) = J 2 (Bvu (t) • i)-
For example, when ByI (t) = {Bvi0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0}, node vI1 requires one resource block to schedule a data packet to the GW, node vi2 requires no resource block, vI3 requires three resource blocks to schedule data packets to the GW, ... . As a result, Hr (I) = 28.
B. Inter-network Resource Allocation Algorithm
In this subsection, we first assign a priority to each network according to the number of packets in each node's buffer. We then present the Inter-network resource allocation phase of the CLNRA algorithm to allocate resource blocks to each network.
Sr (I) = Sa(I).
If Sr < Sa, the schedule will finish before the theoretical scheduling latency under the condition that sufficient resource blocks are allocated to network I .
If Sr > Sa, it is impossible to complete the schedule by time T , which is the theoretical lower bound on scheduling latency.
Eqn. (17) is a necessary condition for assigning a high priority to network I . Otherwise, it degenerates to the case of Sr > Sa, and the theoretical lower bound cannot be satisfied. Rule 2. Based on Rule 1, the following condition is necessary to obtain a high priority,
Eqn.(18) holds in two cases:
. There exist no continuous nodes whose buffers are not empty. Let x (x > 0) denote the number of data packets in the buffer, e.g., ByI (t) = {Bvi0 (t) 0 x 0 x 0 x 0 x}. • There exist some continuous nodes whose buffers are not empty and they only appear at the location that is the farthest from the GW, e.g.,
In either case, at least Ne(I) nodes should be scheduled such that Sr (I) is reduced by one time slot in the next moment, which is necessary to satisfy the theoretical lower bound. If less than Ne(I) nodes are scheduled, then Sr(I) will not change in the next moment. In this case, we have Sr(I) > Sa(I), which means that it is impossible to complete the schedule by time Tt, as mentioned in Rule 1.
If only Rule 1 is satisfied and Rule 2 is not satisfied, there exist some continuous nodes whose buffers are not empty, and these continuous nodes may appear at any location except the farthest location from the GW. In this case, Sr (I) can be reduced by one time slot in next moment through scheduling less than Ne(I) nodes ahead of the continuous nodes. As fewer resource blocks are needed, this is not a stringent case.
Thus, we assign a high priority to the network that satisfies both Rule 1 and Rule 2. Otherwise, we assign low priorities to the networks.
2) Resource Allocation with different priorities: As for the network I (I e N ) with a high priority, we allocate Ne(I) resource blocks to that network.
For the low priority, the basic idea is to allocate more resource blocks to a network with a larger Sr. Excluding the networks with high priorities, there are two cases to allocate resource blocks to low priority networks. Case 1. The difference between each network's Sr is no more than one. As mentioned in Theorem 1, if the time required to complete schedule reaches the theoretical lower bound, multiple networks must complete their respective schedules simultaneously or with a difference of one time slot. In this case, we should allocate resource blocks fairly by reorganizing these networks together. Specifically, we take the nodes except the GW in each network as a part of the new integrated network. The multiple networks are reorganized in a specific order by a separator of zero. The ordering principles are given as follows:
• If the difference in terms of Sr is 1, the network with a larger Sr will be placed near the GW, while the network with a smaller Sr will be placed far from the GW. As shown in Fig. 3(a Case 2. The difference between each network's Sr is more than one. The resource blocks can be allocated greedily to the network with a larger Sr. We order the values of Sr in a decreasing sequence, then min{Np(1), C} resource blocks are allocated to the network with the largest Sr. If there exist some remaining resource blocks in this moment, min{Np(2),CNp (1)} resource blocks are allocated to the network with the second largest Sr. By analogy, we allocate the resource blocks until no idle resource blocks left or NP(I) nodes in network I have already been scheduled. Through the description above, which means that we as sign priorities to each network and allocate resource blocks to different networks, the Inter-network resource allocation algorithm can be formally presented in Algorithm 1.
C. Intra-network Resource Allocation Algorithm
Corollary 1. For any line network I (I G N ), the number of data packets for any two adjacent nodes should satisfy Proof: This conclusion is proved by contradiction. We assume that BvIi-1 (t) + Bvii (t) = 0. According to Theorem 2, the continuous nodes with data packets will prolong the waiting time. For the continuous nodes without data packets before Ni(I), they will also prolong the waiting time. In addition, the continuous nodes without data packets mean that no packets will be scheduled to the GW in consecutive time slots. Thus, the idle resource blocks will increase by at least C, and the scheduling latency must be longer than the theoretical value, which conflicts with the assumption. As a result, Eqn.(19) must hold. ■ The objective of Algorithm 2 is to evaluate whether contin uous nodes without data packets will appear when scheduling a node in network I .
• We will allocate resource block to node vdi if no contin uous nodes without data packets will appear; • We will not allocate resource block to node vu if continuous nodes without data packets appear. Instead, Algorithm 2: Evaluate the feasibility of scheduling a node 
Input: BVl (t) = {BVI0 (t) ... BVIni (t)}, N ,_ (I ), t, AR(I)
we evaluate the next node with data packet until there exist a node vIj (j € [i, N l ]) that satisfied the scenario mentioned above, or node vIj is the farthest node from the GW. Next, we will allocate resource blocks the node vIj as well as all the nodes before vIj in a backward-toforward mode.
uous nodes with data packets excluding Nl (I) and Ne (I).
As a result, the nodes in Ne(I) should be allocated with resource blocks first. The pushing step: If the number of the available channel re sources are larger than Ne(I), the remaining channel resources will be allocated to the nodes with data packets from Nl(I) to vI1 under the constraints of Eqn. (5) . In the pushing step, the farthest sensor from the GW will be allocated promptly.
Algorithm 3 utilizes the number of nodes in different networks for nearly optimal schedule with the fewest channels. Based on Algorithm 2, the intra-network resources alloca tion algorithm is divided into two steps: the filling step and the pushing step. The filling step: The available resource blocks are allocated to Ne(I) whose buffers are not empty and their father nodes' buffers are empty. In the line topology, data packets are scheduled to the GW through convergecast. If we schedule the other nodes with data packets instead of scheduling Ne(l), it will definitely not reduce Sr (I) in the next moment, which may result in the unexpected cases of Sr > Ss. There are three possible cases that are needed to be avoided. Case 1. The resource block is allocated to the last node whose buffer has only one packet and its father node's buffer is not empty; Case 2. The resource block is allocated to the last node whose buffer has more than one packet and its father node's buffer is not empty; Case 3. The resource block is allocated to one of the contin-
V. E v a l u a t i o n r e s u l t s
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the CLNRA algorithm.
A. Simulation Setup
We focus on multiple TDMA-based industrial wireless networks with line topologies. There is no general coex istence mechanism among multiple heterogeneous networks with arbitrary numbers of nodes, thus we construct two gen eral coexistence mechanisms termed as Resource-block-based Resource Allocation(RRA) and Single Network Resource Allocation(sNRA), which are explained as follows:
RRA algorithm: In the inter-network resource allocation phase, we only consider the number of resource blocks, re quired by different networks (i.e., Rr ). The network I (I € N ) with a larger Rr(I) will obtain Np(I) resource blocks. When different networks share an equal value of Rr , the Np(I) resource blocks will be allocated to network I . In the Intra network resource allocation phase, the RRA algorithm applies the same rules as the CLNRA algorithm.
SNRA algorithm: In the Inter-network resource allocation phase, the SNRA algorithm applies the same rules as the CLNRA algorithm. However, the SNRA algorithm does not evaluate the nodes in the intra-network resource allocation phase, which means that the SNRA algorithm allows the continuous nodes without data packets to appear. As pointed out in [19] , the intra-network resource allocation phase of SNRA is an optimal resource allocation algorithm for one single network.
In addition, we also compare the practical results of the CLNRA algorithm, the RRA algorithm and the SNRA algo rithm with the theoretical result, which is the lower bound on scheduling latency in Section III.
According to Theorem 1, the difference between the CLNRA algorithm and theoretical result is no more than one time slot, which is irrelevant to the number of networks. Thus, we conduct simulations on three networks with m, n and k nodes, respectively.
All the networks operate on the ISM band, the total number of field nodes varies from 10 to 111. If C is not a variable, it can be calculated as:
which is defined in [19] , and A = max{m, n, k} denotes the maximum number of nodes. We utilized the following four metrics to evaluate the algorithm performances: (1) Average resource utilization ratio, i.e., 1 -Ridie(N)/(T • C), where T denotes the practical scheduling latency; (2) Probability of reaching the theoretical result; (3) Approximation ratio (T -Tt)/Tt to theoretical scheduling latency; (4) Scheduling latency difference between the practical and the theoretical result, i.e., (T -Tt ), where Tt denotes the theoretical result of scheduling latency, which can be calculated by Eqn. (7) .
B. Comparisons on the Resource Utilization Rate
We consider three networks with arbitrary numbers of n odes, the total number of the nodes in the three networks varies from 10 to 100. As shown in Fig. 4 , As the number of nodes increases, the gap between the theoretical and the practical results of the CLNRA algorithm has no obvious variations. While the practical results of the other two algorithms deviate from the theoretical result.
C. Probability of Attaining the theoretical result
We observe the probability of attaining the theoretical scheduling latency by varying the number of nodes in each network. As shown in Fig.5 , we obverse three networks, the number of nodes in each network various in a range of [1, 40] , [1, 70] and [1, 100] , respectively. From the results, we know that as the number of nodes in each network increases, the probability of attaining the theoretical scheduling latency reduces for all the three algorithms, and the probability of the CLNRA algorithm is always higher than the other two algorithms. 
D. Comparisons on the Approximation Ratio
The approximation ratio can be expressed as (T -Tt)/Tt. As shown in Fig. 6 , the approximation ratio of the SNRA algorithm is always lower than 0.98, which deviates from the theoretical result as the number of nodes increase. The approximation ratio of the RRA algorithm fall into the range of [0.9925,0.996], which is better than that of the SNRA algorithm. The approximation ratio of the CLNRA algorithm varies in the range of [0.99995,1], which is the closest to the theoretical result.
E. Comparison on the Scheduling Latency Difference between the Practical and the theoretical optimal results
Here, we observe the difference between the practical and the theoretical optimal results by varying the number of channels and fixing the number of sensor in each network, we assume that the number of nodes in three coexisting networks is 12, 42 and 68, respectively, and C e [20, 30] . As shown in 
VI. Co n c l u s i o n
We study the resource allocation problem among multiple coexisting industrial wireless networks with line topologies. We analyze the theoretical scheduling latency among an arbi trary number of coexisting networks, and the number of nodes in each network is also arbitrary. Guided by the theoretical framework, we design a Coexisting Line topology Networks Resource Allocation (CLNRA) algorithm to approach the theoretical optimal scheduling latency. The evaluation results show that the approximation ratio between the CLNRA al gorithm and the theoretical result is 99.995%. The CLNRA algorithm can attain the theoretical result in 99.3% cases, and it has obvious superiorities on resource utilization rate and scheduling latency.
